COMl\lUNICATIO"lS

W OMEN'S L~DERA TlON

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:
The essay, "Women's Liberation

-An Orthodox Response" (vol.
15, no. 4) although ingeniously.
construed, is hardly convincing.

The essay's entire thesis, viz., that
women were asked by the Sages to
sacrifice their learning potential,

which constitutes "one-half of our

national learning talent." for the

sake of national survival, is irreparably refuted by a few lines in the

Rambam, HiIkhot Talmud Torah,
Chapter one, halakhah thirteen,
which read, H. . . the Sages com-

manded that a person should not
teach his daughter Torah because
the intellgence of the majority of

women is not attunable to being
taught (the intricate analyses of the
Torah); rather they transform the

Chapter 246, halakhah 6, and also
in the Sliulhan Arukh HaRav, Hilkhot Talmud Torah, Chapter 1, halakhah 14. In short, there is not
anycodifier of halakhah, who takes

issue with the ruling of the Rambarn quoted above, in which the
real reason for the total exclusion

of women from the direct participation in the mitsvah of Talmud

Torah is clearly and unequivocally
stated.

Parenthetically, any learning of
the Torah which they are enjoined

to undertake is only in way of preparation for those mitsvot which

they too must observe, but the

mitsvah of the intensive learning
of Torah, per se, is not at all applicable to women.
The authors, Dr. Devora Wohl.
gelernter and Dr. Chana Poupko.

however, cannot acquiesce to the

unanimous reasoning of all the

words of Torah (again a reference
to the complex dialectics of the

codifiers, because of the superficial.

Torah) into words of vanity be-

rally, attesting to the scholarly

cause of their impoverished under.

d' "

stan ing . . .
The halakhah is worded identi-

ly conflicting proof which they
achievements of many women in
Torah studies. Yet the Sages tliem-.

cally in the Tur, Hilkhot Talmud

selves recognized and maintained
that only the majority of women

Torah, Chapter 246, in the Shulhan

have this disqualifying disability. Of

Arukh, Hilkhot Talmud Torah,

course there might have been itany
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exceptions throughout the epochs

of Jewish history, but it is both

tionale and, therefore, he missed
the point of our paper. Apparently,

highly ilogical and religiously untenable for the authors of the essay

an "impoverished understanding" is

to abandon this codified "ruling on
the basis of these exceptions. Even

kind.

assuming there be a hundred or a

"God-fearing Jews" who do not

thousand such exceptions, they do
not" represent more than a minute

"percentage of the total number of
Jewish women who have lived since
the time this ruling was first pro-

mulgated. And even if the number
of exceptions were so large that it
did . conflict with the ruling, the

not the sole property of womanIt is precisely because we are
"casually overlook bits of Halak-

hah" that our article was written.
It is unfortunate that an attempt

to encourage Jewish women to view
themselves as religiously significant,
while at the same time recognizing
tbeir primary responsibilty, should

God fearing Jew does not casually

precipitate such a narrow response.
This letter is indeed a good example

overlook bitsofhalakhah, if he

of the attitude with which our

cannot reconcile the diffculty with
the wording of the halakhah, for
the sake of apologetics or for any
other reason, but rather he accepts
"in toto" the truth of the ruling,

and if necessary waits patiently for
Eliyahu to come and clarify the apparent incongruity.

paper " d,~als.

The oìily foundation that this let.
ontological

ter "undermines" is the

assumption of the intellectual superiority of men, and its corollary,
the inherent "disqualifying disabil-

ity" of women.

It is beyond the scope of this
letter to elucidate further on this
point, or to refute other erroneous

assumptions and conclusions in the
essay, but the above should suffce
to undermine the foundation

SCHOLARSHIP

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION: .

of the

essay's thesis.

Yosef Eliezer Danzinger
Toronto, Ontario

I was aghast that you chose to

publish the article by Rabbi Herbert Basser which appeared in the
Sltmmer issue of TRADITION, for
the author exhibits an appallng

DR~ WOHLGELERNTER REPLIES:

It is curious that the letter writer

finds it necessary to marshal the
repetitive sources which are well

known to anyone interested in the

subject, but which are, at. best,
tangential to Our article.

The writer's bias caused him to
confuse the Halakhah with its ra.
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disres?ect for the authors of the
Talmud and, furthermore constructs his entire theory on an obvious error.

The article, which is trying to
account for the rabbinic admoni-

tion to" Jews not to leave their
homes on Wednesday and Friday

evenings, attempts to connect it
to . the Palestinian Christian prac-

Communications
tice of fasting on those days,. theo-

ies. Even though the high school

rizing that after fasting because of

students at Yeshiva University -

their saviour's tortures on those

Brooklyn, where I, teach; might be

days, the Christians .would be, :fled

"psychologically il-prepared," they

therefore it would be prudent to

late the Talmud accurately upon

with anti-Semitie feelings and
stay indoors and avoid confronta-

tion. The author then proceeds to
speculate that, since the Babylonian

w~re. all proficient enough to transi aquest

(Rabbi) Alfred. Cohen

. Brooklyn, New York

Rabbis weré'. not familar with

Christian practices, they had to

invent a reason - fear of demons
- for the admonition.
This insult to the Sages of the

Talmud, to imagine that since they
were ignorant of the true reasons
they fabricated one, is paralleled

RABBI BASSER REPLIES:

Rabbi Cohen raises .two ,import,.
ant issues.

I am not sharply critical of our

only by the author's distortion of
the actual text of the Talmud upon

Torah scholars in the Yeshivot. I

which he bases his entire thesis:

students to read such 'books as S.

He quotes the Talmud in Pesahim

Lieberman's Hellenism in Jewish

112a as saying that a man should

not go out on Wednesday and Fri-

merely wish that they would allow

Palestine which elucidates by recourse to parallels in Greek writ-

day evenings, yet the actual ttxt

ings many rabbinic texts which are

ing. Was intended for Tuesday and

Friday nights. I am' even willing,

most University professors. in these
areas lack Yeshiva training and are

for the sake of argument, to grant

for the most part non-religious.

reads "leilei revii veleilei Shabbat." otherwise unintellgible. Being a,
The. term "lell" has traditionally Hilel director and lecturer in Judaic Studies I am concerned that
been translated as the evening before, which would" mean the warn- Jewish scholarship is very low as

thàt "leil" can be translated as the Very few of them ever atténd synaevening alfer ttie said day, which' gogue services. They certainly can-:
would render the Talmudic phrase not have a positive infuence on our..
as Wednesday and Saturday eve~ Jewish students. Even in a small de-

nings. . Thus, the Talmud refers partment at the.. University of

either to Tuesday and' Friday eve- . Manitopa. we have 180 students ennings or to .Wednesday and. Sa1Ùr-

ro1Ïed in Judaic courses. If even

day evenings, but. no amount of

several good Yeshiva students werê

"study of comparative, texts" c"an
alter the

studies careers without being
looked down upon, the Orthodox

looks down his hose

movement" would gain further

simple words of

mud.
The author .

prepared to embark upon Judaic.

the Tal-,

at the old-fashioned yeshiva stu-

dent who is "psychologically ilprepared" to engage in- such stud-

strides. in its valiant march to reclaim its primary positon.

It is a rare phenomenon for com-
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parative tools to suggest "that an
Aniora interpreted a text

to accom'-'

modate pious superstition since he
may have been unaware of some

minor historical d~taii." But even
so, Hasdei David to Tosefta Shab-

bat 14:4 notes that Rambam rejected the Amoraic explanation of a
Tosefta Passage (14: 3 ). Moreover
in the case quoted in the article
the Babylonian Amoraim them-

selves asked the question "What
danger?" ~ Clearly, they hadn't re-

ceived a tradition concerning thi~

b'raita. In regards to the particu-

lars of any halakhah we are certainly bound by Talmudic authority as int~rpreted by competent

indeed refer to Tuesday night as
is noted by the lexicographers Jas-

trow (see "Reviot") and Levy (see
"Leil") as well as the Soncino

translations of the passages quoted
in .my article. But it can also refer
to Wednesday nights in Tannaitic

literature. The later usage such as
found in Shulhan Arukh Nida

196: 1 1 produces the uniformity
that Leil always refers to the pre-

ceding night of the day named. But
Tannaitic usage of LeU is inconsis-

tent in this matter and appears to
folIow another pattern. We note
that in later times, Bertinoro (to

Rosh Hashanna 2: 8) called Lei!
iburo - "the night of the 31st

Posekim. In regards to the reasons
(Leil 31):; Centuries earlier Rasbi,
for certain enactments we may dis- in
bis commentary, refers to this
sent, especially if the Ámora him- night as LeiI 30 and explained that
self brings no proof to his aid nor this was referring to the night after
claims to be quoting an inherited the 30th day. What Bertinoro called
tradition. Such interpretation on
. LeiI 31 Rashi called Leil 30. More-

the part of the. Talmud loosely

belong to the area of Aggada (see
Vikuach HaRamban).
My article in TRADITION is a
capsulized beginning point for. a:
much broader article due to appear
in 1978 ("Allusions ta Christians.
and Gnostics," Journal for Study

of Judaism) and. I thank Rabbi

Over Leil 30 was actually' Rashi's

text. in the Mishna. Sifra (Tazria
1 : 1 "On the eighth day") suggests
. that unless w.e know otherwise it is
logical to assume that by designating á day we refer both to day and

. night The. point is that the usage
of . Sifra. indicates that the date of

a particular day' can refer to the
night. I concede that the point that

Cohen's class for reminding me of
some mental notes I made when I Leilei Rev jot refers to Tuesday
first wrote the article. This latter night . is well taken, but I equally .
article certainly de$erves the foot- insist that my' translation is. comnote that Rabbi Cohen has indi- pletely admissible. The Oxford
cated.
scholar .Geza Vermes (Po,st Bibli"Leilei Shabbat" can mean noth- cal Jewish Studiesi Leiden, 1975,

ing . else but Friday nights. There
is no other night that is the Sab-

Mislinaic usage agrees,
e.g., Trumot 8:3, Nedarim 8:6,
Nedarim 10:8, Ketubot 5:9, Shabbat 15: 3, etc. "Leilei Reviot" can
bath. Al
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p. 204) translates the passage,

agreeing with .me that it is Wednesday nights that, are being referred

to. .

The question remains as to why

for religious days, Leilei uholidaysu

Communications
In conclusion I wish to note that

or "fast days" (Ned. 8:6) always
refers to the night before (Gen.

any involvement in Torah, yes-

1 : 5), yet when applied to weekday

even to question an Amora, in

lei" preferably refers to

search of truth is a Mitsvah so

the night following the day. Let us

long as H alakhah remains intact.

speculate. An investigation of Tannaitic usage shows that "Ieil" placed
immediately before the date, in
fact, refers to the following night

Opening a new possibilty to under-

dates "lei

(R.H. 2:8). "Leilei" followed by a

stand a passage that is perplexing
is also a part of Jewish learning.

Any passage of Talmud is open
to wonderful and varied explana-.

singular date such as. Arba Asar

tion. Even the lowliest beggar of

(cmp. Pesahim 3a, 7b) refers to

Isr.ael is ~ntit1ed to state his opin-

the previous evening. This singular

ion for "su.ch is the way of Torah."

form of "Leilei" appears to be a

unique singular construct form
comparable to LeU Shel, which I
shall call "the prior construct." Ra-

ISRAEL'S SURVIVAL

shi (Pesahim 3a) translates a Mishnah in K'ritot "Or Leshmonim

Ve'ehad" as leU Shelk'nisat shemonim ve' ehad (the evening of the

entrance of the 81 st day). Rav Yehuda (Pes. 2a) translates a simila.r
phrase as Leilei, using the "singular prior construct." The. plurai

forms of Leil (i.e. Leilei) and of
Leilei (i.e. also Leilei) cause confusion. Leilei reviot may mean the
plural simple construct (of leil) referring to Wednesday nights or the
plural prior construct (of leilei)
referring to Tuesday nights.. Had

To TIlE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

With as much calmness as I can
muster, I feel forced to comment
on the article of Professor Gary

Epstein (Has Ve'Shalom) "Could

Judaism Survive Israel?" in the
Summer '76 issue. To paraphrase
the. words of a great gaon,

much óf this article should not
have been thought about, more
of it not spoken about and most

of it not put into printed form. Far
from. finding an imperative in ex-

the text clarified "Leilei Shel Re-

amining "every contingency" our

viot" I would have translated it as

Sages have taught us not "to open

didn't do so, I prefer Vermes' trans-

Epstein might have served a useful
purpose in evaluating the approach
of various Jewish groups and thinkers to the State of IsraeL. But to
attempt to work out the details rehas

"Tuesday nights." But since it our mouths to Satan." Professor
lation of "Wednesday nights." Of

course Leilei Shabbat is not an am-

biguous term and can only mean
Friday night; no other night is Sabbath. Be that as it may, my translation is fully justified. (I trust Rabbi Cohen's serious misquotation is
Inadvertant. The text reads Hleilei

reviot veleilei. shabbatot" -. not
leilei reviit veleilei shabbat.)

sulting from a new blood bath

never been a Jewish approach,

even in our darkest days. Nor is
the continued existence of Judaism
a fit subject for contemplation for
a devoted J~W. To further find as
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"mind-boggling" the freeing of

money for American Jewish institutions in exchange (Rahmana
Lets/an) for the flood of the brav-

est and the best of our people

causes one to recoil in horror.
The future belongs to Hashem!

Oh, you wise, consider your

of Orthodox Thought
Temple, because it seemed small to

them as compared to the. first
Temple.
Rashi on Zechariah 4: 10

Last but not least:
There shall not be a third De-

struction . . .
Midrash Tanhuma. Buber

words!

edition, Miketz, 17 and

(Rabbi) Philip Zimmerm'an

Long Beach, N ew York

Bereshit Rabba 92:3
Prof. Epstein innovates nothing

in his musings on how well American Jewry and Judaism, especially

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

Professor Gary Epstein chose to
lead off his "Còuld Judaism Sur-

vive Israel?" (TRADITION, Summer 1976, voL. 16, no. 1) with two
epigraphs - a passage from Amos

9: 14-15 about the return of the

Jews to Eretz Yisrael forever, fol-

lowed by one from Jeremiah 7: 34
about the Land's desolation.
I may, then, perhaps be allowed
the following epigraphy:

Rabbi Abba said: There is no
clearer sign of the Redemption than
this: "But you, mountains of Israel,
you shaH put forth your branches,
and yield your fruit for My people
Israel, for their homecoming is
near, etc." (Ezekiel

36:8-12).
Sanhedrin 88a

Rabbi Elazar said:. What is the
meaning

"For who has despised the

day of small things?" (Zechariah

4: 10). It means: What caused the
righteous to fritter away their future reward? The pettiness in them

that caused them not to trust in
God.
Sotah
uWho has despised the
day 48b
. . . ?"
. -that is, scorned the reconstructed
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what he calls "normative Orthodoxy," wil survive Israel's destruction. Almost from the moment the
State of Israel was proclaimed some
Galut Jews have been entertaining
themselves with the notion that

"America is Yavneh" and that they
themselves are our latter-day Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkais. In more
recent years, following the trauma
of Israel's stunning victory in the
Six Day War, and especially since
the mixed trauma of the Yom Kippur War, a small but growing num-

ber of Galut Jews have begun weeping over how the State of Israel is
forfeiting her right to God's benefi-

cence. Now TRADITION has
joined in this obscene game by
treating us, first, to Rabbi Emanuel
Feldman's jeremiad (TRADITION,
Fall 1975, voL. 15, no. 3) and now
to Prof. Epstein's projection of how

American Jewry wil mourn, recover arid thrive after Rabbi Feldman's p.rophecy, God forbid, com~s

true. Anything, it seems, to rationalize away the failure to make the
immediate spiritual and physical

commitment-to perform the act-. .
of aliyn.

.Whereas, however, . Rabbi Feld-.
man gave us a heartfelt outcry,

Communications
even though his presentation of his
selection of accurate and half-accurate facts added up to a distortion

"if-Israel-dies" Breira movement,
Prof. Jacob. Neusner. If, as Prof.

of one class with the "accurate"

underwrites with relish, "preserving

Neusner writes and Prof. Epstein

report of the meraglim (Numbers the Temple was not an end in it.
13-15), Prof. Epstein coolly writes' self," why did Rabbi Yohanan wait
a scenario placing Israel in the

till all was lost before (according

grave in order that Galut Jews shall

to the familiar legend) having himself carried out in a coffn and asking Vespasian for "Yavneh and her

be able "to objectify the import-

ance of Israel in our minds." If he
succeeds in objectifying Israel suffciently, Prof. Epstein wil eventually be able to free himself of the

obligation to fùlfil his pious "hope

eventually to live there with my
family."

scholars?" And if it is as Prof.

Neusner says, why, once in Yavneh

(or Beror-Hayil), did Rabbi Yohanan institute the practices he did
which were obviously intended as
a zeher lemikdash--ommemora-

Central to Prof. Epstein's scen-

ario! as it has been to those of all

tion of the Temple (see Mishna

Rosh Hashana 4: 1-4) ?

"Zionists" struggling to dissociate

It seems to hie that there is a

themselves from Israel and to draw

plain sense to this Midrash: Rabbi

up "contingency" plans for life

Y ohanan was not teaching, a priori,

after the Third Destruction, is the

that "the Temple was not an end

figure of Rabbi Y ohanan ben Zak-

in itself," He was teaching that now

kai. But Prof. Epstein does not

that the Temple was destroyed,

grapple seriously with this figure,

Jews did not have to despair for

with the constellation of confusing

they had. other ways of continuing

and sometimes cryptic Talmudic
and Midrashic accounts of what

to worship God.
Let me recalI another story about

Rabbi Y ohanan did or did not do

Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkai, the

and say before, during and after the
destruction Ç)f the Second Temple.
There is no indication that Prof.

28b, where he tells his disciples he

Epstein has read or is even aware
of the late Gedaliah Allon's re-

ways before me, the way of Paraand I do

markable near-Sisyphean struggle

not know on which I am

to piece it .all together (in his "Me-

taken." I believe it is Rav Joseph

hkarim Betoledot Yisraelt and "To-

B. Soloveitchik (I trust his creden-

ledot Hayehudim Be'eretz. Yisrael

tials as a commentator are con-

Bitekufat Hamishna Vehatalmud").
Instead, he gives us that Midrash

sidered as not inferior to those of
Prof. . Neu~;ner) who u~derstands

in Avot Derabbi Natan (Schechter

this to mean that on his deathbed,

edition, version A, chapter 4, and

Rabbi Y ohanan was tortured by the

cryptic deathbed' story in Berahot

is crying because "there are two
dise and the way. of Hel1,

to . be

version B, chapter 8) , with the

th.ought that the path he had chosen

tendentious interpretation of one of

with regard to the revolt a~ainst

the ccAmeri-

the Romans may have beeD wrong

ca . is Yavneh" school and of the

(Rav Soloveitchik, Hamesh Dera-

the leadiRg mentors of
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shot, p. 35).

Prof. Neusner is further quoted
as saying that Rabbi Y ohanan

meant to say that . "what really
counted in the life of the. Jewish
Peoplè"

was "Torah, piety." I

dare

to say that for pure, literal, unadulterated Torah and/or piety,
what Prof. Epstein calls "normative .Orthodoxy" does not surpass,
first Chris-

never

has surpassed, the

tians, the Essenes, the Saduccees,
the Samaritans, the Karaites, and

the various other Jewish sectarians.
Why have those all disappeared or
are on their way to disappearance
from history as separate groups?

Because either their members cut
themselves off from the Jewish

People's nationhood and landhooq
in Eretz Yisrael or because, in the

instance of individuals, they returned to the

"normative" Jewish

niltion. In this respect, I further

venture to say that contemporary

American Reform and Conservative Judaism as described by Prof.
Epstein, with their "Zionist r~ligion" of which he disapproves, stand

a better chance of surviving than

his "normative Orthodoxy," which,
with his and Rabbi Feldman's help,
wil become' a severed and wither-

. ing branch of the Jewish nation.
Prof. Epstein gives us Rabbi

Aharon Lichtenstein's Ïnterpretation of Rav Soloveitchik's Israel
concept, in which we are told how
the Rav "stresses, however. a universal strand," etc. Rabbi Lichtenstein, as an outstàndi!lg disciple of

the Rav and perhaps also as his
son-in-law; no. doubt is eminently

qualified to interpret him. I may,
however, be allowed

to quote the

Rav himself. In a letter written to
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an Isr~eli newspaper about. two

decades ago .and now r~printed in
Rav's '~Besod Hayåhid Vehaya-

the

had"-"In Aloneness, In Together-

ness: A Selection of Hebrew Writings," he says (p. 424):
". . . I always distinguished be-

tween the Government of the State
of lsrael .and the State of IsraeL. The,
. State

is the property of thçentire

Je~ish People, given to it by the

Blessed Holy One in His abundant
grace. The Land in its holiness is
totally and absolutely identical with

thè State. The mitsvah of taking.
possession of and settlng the Land
expresses. itself not only in the actusoil of Israel

al development of the

-the building of houses, the plan.t~

Ing of forests and parks, populating
the Land, etc... . . - but also in the
political conquest and possession of
the Land by the Jewish People. The
main aspect of the mitsvah of tak-

ing possession of and settling the
Land is realized by .virtue of the.
fact that Israeli political sovereignty
exists and that Je,,s are ruling the

Land-controllng its destiny, laying down the immigration quotas,
guarding its borders, and dealin~

with all its problems in a sovereign
manner . . .

"The sanctity of the Land that
emanates upon the State is not. sub-

ject to expropriation, and no one
can pollute or desecrate it. However, the government that is elected
by the people every four years does

not wear a crown of holiness. It is

a secular political body created by
the stTatngems of political move-

ments '.' . Identifying the State with
one ephemeral "government or' an-

other or with some. superior. indi,.
vidual. . . is nothing less than idola-

Communications
trous glorification of mortal denizens of day houses. This is an error
committed by many of my pious
colleagues and by many leaders of

not to say Kaddish over us: you

the secularist parties predominating
in IsraeL. The former tend to blame

Meanwhile, pray to God for the
strength to .do teshuva over the way
you are failng Eretz Yisrael.
Moshe Kohn

the State of Israel whenever some
representative of the ruling parties

wil not mean it, and you wil in
any case not deserve to be "Mourners of Zion.."

speaks out against Jewish sanctities;

Jerusalem, Israel

the latter believe. that the political

control they posses grants them un-.
impeachable spiritual authority.
Both are mistaken. On the one

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

hand, no denunciations wil cut off
klal Yisrael-the. totality of the

In his essay, "Could Judaism

Jewish People-from. its attachment

Survive Israel?", Gary Epstein ad.

as a gift from God. The nation

unfair. I find merit in his express
"object"; ". . . to spur a rational

and affnity to the State of Israel mits subjectivity, but he is actually.
knows that the everlasting glory of
the State is not sulled by the mis-

investigation by committed Jews
and Zionists into the role of Israel
in American Jewish lifè" (p. 54).

takes of a political body that happens to be ruling at "a particular
moment. On the other hand, spiritual leadership has. not been hand.
ed over to political leaders; enough

Yet he does grave injustice to all

for them the Crown of. Statecraft.

that Reform Judaism has garnered

branches of modern Judaism.
While it is true, for example,

vitality from Israel reborn, it has
always been able to tap vitality
credit. The Crown". of Spiritual from current interests - be they
In this vocatián, they have great

and brillant achieveme.nts to their

Leadership awaits other heads."
Rabbis of TRADITION-instead
of rehearsing the mourning prac-

tices you think you may, God forbid, have to obsetve over Israel's
corpse, come and augment those
forces in the Jewish nation that are
trying to observe the mitsvah of

taking possession of and settling the
Land, and. come and augment those
forces-and there are considerable

ones h.ere-that a.re strggling to re-

German mitionalism, American pa.
triotism, existentialism, .neo-:mysticism, rationalism, etc.

The Reform

formula would . continue to work

for autonomous Jews who shun a
legal regimen but wish to imple-

ment traditional practices and be.
liefs in some form. (By the way,
Epstein's cr~k about the Union
Prayer Book's being an uninspiring

religious document is very subjective. Thoùgh dated and happily re-

store to the proper head that Crown

placed by a' more tradition-oriented

of Spiritual Leadership.

siddur, it was effective and highly-

Be that as it may-if, God for-bid, the Feldman-Eílstein scenario

should come true, I beg you please

regarded by non-Jews, as well.)

Epstein totally misses the mark
when it comes to Conservative Ju171
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daism. He quotes out of context

creativity . or ingenuity, but resil-.

Routtenberg and Sklare who, al. though hard on themstlv,es as Con-

iency: Orthodox Jews are so gloi:i-

servative Jews, would choose no

would not miss the. State of Israèl

other way'tó live as Jews. Thougii

Conservatism believed from the

ously resilent that they probably

(or, for that matter" any Jewish.

cOInunity) as long as . they know

start that Jewish nationalism would

what time to

spark interest in religious observ-

they learn in their day schools!

ances, ZionI.m has never "fied"
the void in. .
which

religious observance.

is keenly and painfully felt

say Kaddish, which

I am deeply disturbed by Epremark about

.stein;s rather crude

Reform and Conse~a:tive Jews,

by. Conservative ideologues and re-

looking on while

ligious .leaders_ I doubt very much.

doxy was destroyed. This is a tyi-

'that most American Jews .look to.

European Ortho-

calattempt to divide Jews into

Israel as a. vicarious community.. ."them" and "us" - as if member-

on. the whole, en-

ship in .an Orthodox schule made

joy their. own c.omniun~i: activities

ooe more .sensitive to. European
Jewry. We were all too silent, too
uninformed.. Yet when we mour

Am~:rican J(tws, .

- whatever these may be. Federa-.
tion personnel have

never håd so

mllch 'fun; if anything, they have,

invoked the name of the State of

the six milion, we think of them
as the' limb torn from all Of us..

Israel to fOcus attentiOn on their
programs for the' Aierican J:ewish

Anyway,. Epstein's portrait of AmeriCan Orthodoxy is frightening pr~community - programs which . cisely because it sùggests oblivioussometimes exclude the synagogue . ness to the destruction of Jews. His
from ,religious activities!. If giving Orthodox.-Jtws are. so uresilent"

money to Israel appeases the con-

that they appear able and ready _
and perhaps williig - to say Kadso does endowing synagogue~, cen-. dish for everybody else.
seminaries. Philanthopic,
. Ellot B. Oertel.
sciences of Sabbath-blf:akers" then
ters, or

surrogates fot Shabbat" and kashrut
can be

Springfeld, Mass.

found by Jews of any afia-

tion.
Qddly enough, however, Ep-

stein's depiction of Orthodox Jewry
is the

most unfair, even offensive.

He does hot even give Ortodoxy
credit for gaining adherents by tap-

ping the vitality of Israel, as have
Reform and Conservative Jews. Yet
the truth of the"' matter is that Neo:.

To THB EDITOR OF TRADITION:
Gary Epstein makes a distinction

between the State of Israel's success
in strengthening Jewish identity -

making one feel Jewish - as op-

posed to its questionable abilty .to

Orthodoxy" has profited as much -heighten religious commitment. He
correctly. points out that. for many
Jews, the State and itsáchievements

frOm existentialism, neri-mysticism,
and Israel as have any of the other
.

groups. In Epstein's estimation, the

have become a vicarious substitute

chief virue of Orthodoxy is not

for any real commitment to Jewish
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values and practices. yet he fails dents for over two decades that the

tQ give proper. weight to the fact State of Israel "is the dawn of our
that for. many Jews of all ages, the . redemption.;' The reorientation' of
intensification of Jewish identity curI'cula would be' no minor prob-

made possible by the State otlsrael lem when the curricula. has reflecthas also made possible ttie tenais- ed major: emotional and religious
beliefs. that would then be severely
fact,. the whole Re'movement with its
many Jews from assimilated homes .. alles in modern Orthodoxy. would
and . backgrounds now exploring be faced with a grave theological
sance of. Jewish learning and com- .

.mitmeiit on the. pàrt of .thousands . .threatened. In
of Jews.. When one .speaks to the ligious Zionist

their Jewish roots in yeshivot, havu- .

dilemma. .

rot, colleges, and youth organiza- La~t1y, can one rèa1lY attempt'

tions, one finds that the e~ergence to minimize the efect of the unand present existence of the State believable despaír that 'would fill
of Israel played a strong role in the hearts of mi1i~n.s of Jews' upon...

motivating their search for a deeper the survival of Judaism and its in- .
Jewish identity. The growth of ha- stitutions? How can one begin to
. vurot - small communities of Jews even contemplate the

effect of yet

exploring Jewish religious rituals another' holocaust, when we are

and values - in towns and cities barely coping with results of the
across the country, is. a. develop- last one? For many, the emergence
ment that began. soon after the emo- of the State of

Israel was a symbol

tional experience of the Six-Day of hope. and rebirth, Rn event that
War. Another

development follow-. gave Jews the needed strength to

ing that war was the growth of. ba- continue. Orthodox Jews are among
alei-teshuva 'yeshivot, especially in. those who benefited by the lifting
. IsraeL.. The evidence simply rein- of the Jewish spirit. What would be
forces the unique and ancient bond our consolatia:nand hope if there

between. Jewish peoplehood and was to - heaven forbid - be ao-

. Jewish religious beliefs and prac- other exile? Would it be so easy
tices. One cannot strengthen one for us - even for observant Jews

without helping -to strengthen. the - to wait another two thousand

other. . . . years for the redemptive process
Mr. Epstein tends to minimize to begin again? Despite

Mr.Ep-

the effect that the theoretical de~ stein's optimism, we do not have
struction of the State of Israel the same faith as our ancestors. I

would h.ave on the Orthodox com- do not know whether we could
munity. He assumes that the Jewish withstand what would be an enoi-~
Day School movement would grow,. mOllsly diffcult test of faith, a

faced only with the minor problem faith in the eternity of Israel, its

of reorienting their curricula. He . Torah, and its God. I question
ignores the tremendous psycholog-' whether. we would be . as strong às
ical and. philosophical trauma that Mr. Epstein imagines us to -b.e.
many of these schools' would face, . Perhaps, it is for this .very reason
schools that J;ave taught their stu- that the State of Israel exists at
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this time in Our history. By renewing Jewish identity arid faith in Jewsurvival, the State. gives us the

been at least the relentless. call of
necessity.

Our commit':

in its nonchalance, but also inaccu-

ish

opportunity to renew

. men! to Jewish teachings' and. prac-

His anàlysis is not only shocking-

rate in several respects. It is not

tices, thereby .truly assuring the true, as he claims, that Reform and

future of the Jewish people. .
Jeff Oboler
New York, New York

Conservatism have put more of

their eggs. in the basket of Israel
than Orthodoxy has. Some of the
most vociferous supporters. of his
theology of Zionism and Galut have.

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

A more tasteless article than the
one by Gary Epstein on his selfserving proposition . that Judaism
can survive the fall of Israel I have

not rea,d in a long time.. If you

cannot print this letter in your

magazine, please forward it to Proconfirmed in his suspicion that his contribution would rile many sensibilties. He certainly riled mine.
What is he doing? Giving himfessor Epstein so he may be

self ni/ium aveilm -in advance?
If thè Sages thought it improper

to console the mourl)ers while their

dead was in their presënce, does he
think it proper to do it before the

dead is dead? If we assume that

been precisely those Reform and
Conservative rabbis who have. resented the emphasis upon Israel in
American Jewish life". Let him read
the annual messages of Dr.

Gerson

Cohen. the Chancellor of the Jew-

ish Theological Seminary, to his
colleagues in the Conservative

movement, advising them. and reminding them th~t American Jewish

spiritual life must not be denuded
because of exclusive concern for

IsraeL. If~ as Epstein assumes, Reform and Conservative Judaism do

not survive the loss of Israel, it wil
not be because of a. lack of theological and psychological accommodation, similar "to h.is own, to the

possibilty of that loss. It wil be
because of their inherent weakness
in the context of the West, not be-

East. .

,the Isaiah of Nahamu, Nahamu cause their eyes were turned to the
Ami is the same as the Isaiah ,of
Shabbat Hazon, and offered con~'
dolences to Israel before the destruction,at least Isaiah was. cer-

tain of that. destruction. Mr. Epstein does not have the courage to

assume the certainty of the out-.
come he fears., Towards the end

of his hesped lemafrea, he states:
"The destruction of Israel is not
a pleasant prospect, nor, really, is

it a likely one." Thus he removes
from his defense what would have
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Let him also not assume so con-

descendingly that only Reform and
Conservatism, in his words,

"watched. from a distance in Amerilia (the holocaust which deci-

mated the cream of European Orthodoxy)." Orthodoxy also Watch.

ed from a distance. I was a student
in Yeshiva College during the days

of the holocaust, and I do not remember

any evidence of trauma

among Roshe Yeshiva or students

Communications
as we learned of the effects of the
holocaust. If anything, there was

an increase of cynicism, and an increase in attendance at the movies

Some months ago, I visited a
friend to. co~fort him over the
death of his only son. It was a terrifying task, for I knew 'how dearly

on 181 st Street, as the news grew

he loved the boy. Moreover, the

worse and worse.

unfortunate father had, previously
to this son's birth, already been

For Epstein to include in his

and had, in

roster of consolation in advance,

bereaved of two sons

the relishing thought, to be more
exact, the calculations, of the in-

addition, suffered other quite griev-

creased revenues that would accrue
to American Jewish institutions, the
centers, the day schools, and the

ous tragedies, and I knew that this
son had given him a new hold on
life. Indeed, this boy was his joy
and pride, and his parents and

Bnai Brith - is absolutely horrifying beyond words. How do you re-

might, with proper training, devel--

act to his last-but-one paragraph

op into an outstanding person.

wherein he states with amazing
sang-froid: "I have shied away

from any discussion of the effects
of a less than radical change in the
State of Israel, for example, its reconstitution into a bi-national state
. . . I have avoided the thorny question of a less than total destruction,

teachers fondly believed that he

And now I had to go and comfort him!
What CQuld I say? Fortunately,
T was familar with a wealth of

insights, garnered from various disciplines, and I had confidence that
some of these insights would be
meaningful to him and permit him

of survivors, of emigrants from any
holocaust in IsraeL." Are we to re-

to see his tragedy in a broader -

worry, that the Israelis would emulate Samson and die with their ene-

man, I first pointed out to him
that this unfortunate event (I even

mies, so that he and his precious

permitted myself to call it hor-

American Jewish community would

rendous) posed for him an existen-

assure Epstein that he need not

thus comforting - perspective.

Knowing him to be a rèligious

not be burdened with the problem

tial situation in which he eould

of refugees?

perform the mitzvah of mourning

(Rabb) Jacob Chinitz
Philadelphia, Pa.

- with all its attendant halakhot.

Some people have no one to say .
kaddish for them; others have no
one to say kaddish for. He, a loyal .

bearer of the tradition, knew his
To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

duty in these circumstances and
that bespoke well for the departed

ating article ("Could Judaism Survive Israel?" SUllUiier 1976) re-

soul of his son and for his own
spiritual serenity. . I reminded him
of all the less religious people (like

with your readers.

beloved children can only voice

Professor Gary Epstein's fascin-

m.inded me of an incident that I Conservative or even .Reform Jews)
would like to share with him and who, when they lose their only and
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their despair at the cruelty of fate.

shouted at me: "But my. son is,

Truly, he should consider himself

thank God, alive and well What
are you trying to do to me? What
kind of a vicious person are you?"

fortunate.

Moreover, I suggested that he
see the religious vistas now opening up before him. The money that
he had spent on

the education and

nouri~hment of his dear son, could
now go to charity - surely an out-

standing mltsvah and one often
neglected. Not to mention the fact
that he could now afford to give
his wife the easier life that wa"s

surely her due, but had until now
been beyond his means.
And that led me to a very comforting sociological point. I ex-

plained to him that being a father
wasn't everything. There were other

roles, like that of husband, neighbor and good citizen that he surely

might have neglected because of

I had anticipated this.. As calm-

ly as possible, I told him that I just
wanted him to see that, should his

beloved son die, it. would not be

the end of the world. In fact, I
pointed out that I myself frequent-

ly contemplated the death of my

own, equally beloved, son, and
found that such reflections were of
enormous methodological value in
establishing valuative priorities and
enlarging my existential perspectives. Also, I begged him to at least
consider the possibilty that his son

tnight succumb to one of many
fatal ilnesses. to which. children

and other humans are vulnerable.

(Since I wished to be tactful, I

his over-riding concern for his son. . didn't dweU too much on the obI asked him to see the unfortunate
passing of his son as an opportunw

vious fact that his son tends to

cies in fulfillng the obligations im-

ly calmed down. "I'm sorry for

. frail health.)
ity to examine some of his deficienAfter these last remarks, he real-

posed upon him by his other roles,
and gently suggested that perhaps

he had loved his son too much.
Such excessive love might be ex-

cusable in less saintly people; like
Conservative or Reform Jews, but
surely he, who was Orthodox,

shoud not fall victim to such excesses, especially as sociologists and

having accused you of viciousness," he said, almost humbly. "You

are simply mad. You are to be

pitied."
Of course, that was also an emo-

tional outburst, however quietly
stated, and I immediately forgave
him in my heart - even when' he

threw me out of the house.

psychologists ( of religion) had

given him good grades for serenity
and presence of mind in such distressing circumstances.

I tried to comfort him with these
and many other significant arguments, and was astonished to find

him. growing more and. more furious as I proceeded. When I asked
him why he was so angry~ he
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But apparently I gave him too
much

credit. Instead of being grate-

ful. for my forgiveness, he has refused to have anything to do with

me ever since. His son also ,gives

me a peculiar look whenever we
meet on the street.
Some people, I now realize, are
simply incapable of sober. discussion, and dalka when it comes 'to

Communications
central existential questions. It is

by people like myself only after

a 'Iesson I have learned, and I'm

decades of fighting against it), one
must conclude that Mr. Epstein's

. glad of having had the opportunity

to learn it.
In any case, I hope that. Profes- .

friend. \

rise to eternity is in fact escapism

from the Holocaust. This escapism

better by the fact that

sor Epstein has better luck with his

is riot made

people than I've had with Qly

it is religious.

(Dr.) Michael Rosenak

Mr. Epstein's rise to eternity
would be less serious if it did not

Jerusalem, ì~el

lead him into obscene speculations

of whether, and if so how, JudaÌsm
could survive "a new Holocaust"

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

The Jews of the Spanish expul-

sion could remember their catastrophe for, though expelled, they
lived. The Jews of the Holocaust

must be remembered by us if they
are. to be remembered at all; for,
except for a small remhant, they.

are dead. .
This is just one of the countless

ways ili which the Holocaust differs
not only from the Spanish expul-

sion but from all other catastrophes

in IsraeL. Imagine American Jews,
say; in 1935 writing articles asking
questions. like these: What if Hitler

expels àll German Jews? What if
he c'Onquers Europe and expels all

Europèall Jews? What if he wil not

let some òf them .go but murders

them instead? What if he transforms Europe into a New Order in
which only one law cannot be compromised - that all available Jews

must be murdered? What if this
law is carried oùt with near total
success? Wil Judaism in America

in Jewish history. .Since this and

survive this catastrophe? Which
branch - Conservative~ Reform,

other differences are shockingly ob-

Orthodox? Wil the money which

vious to anyone who dares to face

can no longer be sent to overseas

the Holocaust,. one can only con-

Jews (there are none left) be used
to strengthen Jewish institutions in

clude that Gary Epstein ("Can Judaism . Survive Israel?", TRADI-

America?

TION, ,Summer 1976) is among

During the first Holocaust - the

those countless Jews and non-Jews

one. that has happened - Ameri-

unwiling or unable to face t.he
Holocaust when he classifies this
catastrophe with "the Crusades and
the Spanish Expulsion, etc." He

can Jews were guilty of many sins,
but not of the sin of writing articles

like this. They didn't know. One
can forgive Mr. Epstein's article

asserts that anyone considering the
Holocaust unique does 80. only because, unlike himself, he is unable
to rise above our own situation and

wil not happen - only because he

view all Jewish things fr9m. the

does not know either.

about a possible "new Holocaust"
- the one that has not yet hap-

pened and that all Jews should vow

standpoint of eternity. But since the

In his ignorance, he commits an

,~ifferel1ce is obvious (and accepted

unwitting obscenity. In 1940, Win-
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ston Churchil knew very well that
England might go down and Hitler
rule the world. Y èt had he consid~

ered defeat for a single moment this utterance would surely have
become a self-fulfillng prophecy.
Mr. Epstein totally mistakes the
Jewish consensus when he assumes

that there is no awareness of the
dangers facing. Israel and that the
Jewish public requires in this mat':

Mordecai tellng Esther. that if
she refuses. to help, salvation wil
come from another place. and that
is

she wil not escape in the King's

palace. This is what the Israeli
Mordecai is saying to the Jews of.

North America - not those of Russia - today. May the North AmeII,:

can Esther prove wortl~.y of the
Esther of old who, as we all know,

ter his instruction. The Jewish pub-

dared to tackle the King on behalf
of her people, saying, "if I perish,.

lic - at least the part committed

I perish." i.

to a Jewish future - knows very
well that there might be a "new

Emil Fackenheini

Toronto, Canada

Holocaust" in IsraeL. But, like
Churchil in 1940, it is precisely
for this reason that it responds to

P .S.-Fortunately, many, or most

this fear by not giving it public

daven, we pray every Shabbat

utterance but instead doing what it

must to do all it can so that the

catastrophe wil not happen.
Mr. Epstein compounds his unwitting obscenity by speculating not
ony on a post-Israel, AmericanJewish scenario but also to use it

as a stick with which to beát Reform and Conservatism. He. asserts

Orthodox synagogues are bet-

ter. In the shul in whiCh I
for the State. of.. Israel, "the

Beginning of the Dawn of
our Redemption."

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

I have been a subscriber of TRA-

that because of. the various sins DITION since 1965 both in the

of these two movements, not they
but only Orthodoxy wil survive the
.demise of IsraeL. What if a .Reform
or Conservative Jew were to rejoin.
that sinc.e only he has universalized

States and now in Israel since 1969.

I am neither a Rabbi nor scholar;
I am simply a dati laymah who is
the Graphics Manager of Israel
Aircraft Industries.

Messianism and divorced it from
What particularly surprised me
the literalism of "the land," only about Rabbi Feldman's article was
Orthodoxy would collapse? With. not the article itself but rather the

two .houses such as these, one can
. only say,

"a plague on both."

Predictably, Mi'. Epstein invokes
Y ohanan ben Zakkai.. He . does not.
mention that, unlike himself, Rabbi.
Y óhanan had the decency to . wait

reàction to it in

the Spring 1976

issUe. The article and the reaction
to it are simply symptomatic of the
thinking of unfortunately too large
a segment of the

religious establish-

ments since Rabbi Mohliver.

or to postpone leaving . Jerusalem

It is very easy. to blame the Is-

A far bet-

raelis for everything that Rabbi

ter analogy to oursItuation today

Feldman finds. fault. But how can

until it was beleaguered.
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they be blamed if they never received any religious education.

ically in a more. sophisticated manner.

Rather I think the blame should be

This is not easy to accomplish;

placed squarely on the shoulders

it takes time, money and a lot of

of the rabbis who were unable or
unwiling to make their influence

work and sacrifice. The irreligious

felt on the generation of the grandparents and parents of people like

Yitzhak Rabin. And the lesson has
stil not been learned. There was a

socialists were willng to do it forty
and fifty years ago and they even-

tually got what they wanted. The
question is whether this struggle

is worth it to us-the datim here

wave of religious sentiment after

and abroad-and to Israel itself. In
the Six Day War and after the Yom fact it shouldn't even be a question.
Raphael Rosenbaum
Kippur War. Both these waves were
Kiron, Israel
met by a traditional static dyna--

ffism by the Rabbinate here until
the sentiment disappeared. .

Many. thinking Israelis are dis- . To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:
turbed, mainly about the quality of
Since the Yom Kippur War, we
life here. They are beginning to
question the secularism. that for so

long. has held sway here. In other

words they are searching for some-

have become accustomed to au-

thors. "thinking the unthinkable" in
Conservative, Reform, and secular

thing. Now if American rabbis
were to come here, look around
and return wringing their hands

frameworks.' Gary Epstein's Could

groups a.re now mounting in IsraeL.

question of the destruction of the
State of Israel and its effects on

. Judaism Survive Israel?, which ap~
peared in your latest issue, is to my
. with worry they wiI help to per- knowledge, the first time the subject
petuate the vacuum. What is needed has been broached in a publication
here is the same dynamic program of the Orthodox community, As an
that the Conservative and Reform Israeli, I have always .felt, when the
Their philosophy has pFoven to be
a failure for the su.cceeding genera-

tion and now they need fertile
ground or they wil disappear. The

Young Israel movement started

Jewish life is discussed, somewhat
as though my fiiends were sitting
around,. considering what they
would wear to my funeraL. Epstein

here a few years ago and has grown

expresses surprise that the "fact"

with remarkable success. What is

of the possibilty of Israel's destruc-

now needed is a rabbinic establish~

tion has been systematically ig-

ment to go along with it; American

nored, "almost .as a matter of

trained rabbis who can relate to

faith." It is a matter of faith. A

the people, who can teach and who

critical re-evaluation of Israel-Diasrelations.. is most certainly in

recognize the value of community

life. Israel vitally needs a Yeshiva'

pora .

order; the prese;ntation of. theques-

University to turn out a religious

tion as "Let us coolly and rational-

lay establishment to be community
leaders and who can function polit-

lyanalyze the effects of Israel's de~

struction" is not. Let me attempt
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to elucidate my position:

Israel . would undoubtedly bring

thodoxy), is. Epstein unaware that
precisely among graduates of Orthodox Day Schools, "the connec-

and

tion between the Land Israel 'and.

a. Destruction of the State of
about the physical torture

death of its three milion Jewish inhabitants. In a post-Holocaust

world, for other Jews to sit idly by

and let this happen would be a

hilul hashem of the highest degree.
(Parenthetically, I must add that it

is safe to assume that this is not

the State of Israel" is not seen as
"questionable?" The majority of religiously committed Jews in the
world today do not want "'to objectify the importance of Israel" in
their minds. To destroy the State
and see that destruction as some-

. the scenario that would be chosen. . how beneficial for the continued
An Israel about to be destroyed
survival and creativity of .a comwould take a large portion of the munity in Ex,i1è seems to fly in the

Middle East with it, in a reenact-

ment of tamut nafshi im plishtim.)

. b. Epstein writes, "I have avoid.

ed the thorny question of a less

face of Jewish. history.

Of course, Jewish history is not
an important religious category for

Gary Epstein. "He prays now as he

than total destruction, of survivors,

prayed before 1948," completely

of emigrants." One gathers that not
only does he have little compassion

hanes. He writes, "the religion, or

for the potential victims of geno.
cide, but he considers his respon.

sibiIty as a Jew towards surivors
and emigrants a "thorny que'stion."
Also, what about the ramifications

of an this in terms of world anti.

disregarding the mitsvah. of pirsum
civilzation, is, to a certain degree,

at least, a constant, not dependent
on historical accidents or fortuitous
battlefield occurrences." What, pray

tell, does an Orthodox Jew mean

Semitism? And is there no other

by "historical accidents?" What
were the Exodus from Egypt, the

Diaspora community to be concerned about, outside of North

Revelation at Sinai, the wanderings

America?
c. One gets the feeling that Epstein is almost looking forward to

Amalek, the destruction of the First

such an eventuality with a kind of

of "normative Orthodoxy," doesn't
this include such concepts as Cov-

strange, partisan Schadenfreude.

From his analysis, Orthodox Judaism would grow and prospèr, the
Day School. movement would benefit, Jewish community centers

would finally have enough money

for their activities, and so on. In
addition to Epstein's striking ambi-

in the desert, the encounter with

and Second Temples,. etc.? Histor-

ical accidents? When Epstein speaks
enant, Divine Providence, Am Yisrael and Eretz Yisrael, Galut, and

Geula?
There is a strong Midrashic

strain . which maintains that just as
the evil counsel of the ten spies

subsequent wailng' of the
children of Israel caused the First
dox Judaism. (i.e., he quot.es a Temple to be destroyed on the 9th
Conservative spokesman, Jacob of A v, so the failure of the. Babysupport Diaspora Or- lonian community to provide mass

valence with regard to non-Orto.
Neusner, to
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A liyah caused the destruction. of

rage if one does not wish to be

the Second Temple. My only fear

guilty of the Talmudic dictume -.

. for the survival of the State of "Is-

"Mi.deshatku Rabbanan shema min-

rael comes from the possibilty that
American Jewry may fail. to give

ah denikha lehu," that the silence
of the rabbis implies their approv-

it wholehearted support; in Ep-

aL. I refer to the article which ap-

stein's terms, by seeing A liyah as

peared in thé Summer 1976 issue
written by Gary I,pstein entitled,

"a central commandment." Frankthe status of this mitzvah seem al-

"Could Judaism Survive Israel?"
Since TRADITION is- a reputable publication, there is the danger

most superfluous. This is an et

that this particular atrocious piece

la' asot lashem.

might be taken seriously by some

ly, at this point in Jewish history,

involved Halakhic discussions of

In conclusion, perhaps the most

tellng point in the article is when
Epstein writes that the thought of
the destruction of the State is "not

readers, thus it is important that
it be dealt with, unpleasant as it

may be to deal with intellectually
and spiritually objectionable matter.

pleasant," but the prospect of Am~

To begin with, the writer com-

erican Jews moving toward Wal-

mences by quoting the comforting

passage from Amos which speaks
.
I believe we must consider a far of the return of Israel to its land,
more serious question. "Can Ju- then proceeds with the forecast of

lace-like positions is "horrifying."

daism Survive Gary Epsteins?"

doom expressed by Jeremiah in

Deborah Weissman

Chapter 7: 34. The question that

Jerusalem, Israel

comes to mind is why Epstein felt
compelled to select from among the

and

New York, N. Y.

many verses in Jeremiah just those
texts which speak óf desolation

when there is an abundance of

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

words of hope and future national
bliss in other chapters of that prophet? Why did he not take the relative-

There' are many occasions when

ly litle trouble to consult the Yal-

a reader intends to write to the

kut (277) on that chapter? He

Editor because of a particular ar-

would have easily discovered that

ticle that has aroused either his

the rabbis removed the sting of the

intense enthusiasm or his. equally
intense negative reaction.. Often,

harsh prophecy by making refer-

ence to Jeremiah 33 v. 11, "For I

however, the intent is not translated

wil cause to return the captivity of .

into practice for a variety of good
or bad reasons. . I have, in the past

again, why should we expect a pro-

found myself in such a situation.
There comes a time when one must

be true to one's own conscience and

the land, as ilt first." But, then

fessor of English to consult a Hebrew work such as the Yalkut.
(which is based on Berakhot 6b)?

take the trouble to bring to the

The author posits the possibilty

reading public one's sense of out-

that the people of Israel could be
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"massacred," given the current pol-

itical situation. To him this is not
only a possibility but "it is "conceivable." He then proceeds to accuse the Jewish community and its

spokesmen (which. includes the
ReA) of disregarding this conceiv-

able possibilty "as a matter of
faith." It is diffcult, nay impossible,
to understand, how any Jew could

bring himself to think, least of all
to verbalize such thought~i at this
point in Jewish history. He is ab-

solutely correct that to most of us

such a possibilty is rejected "as a
matter of faith."

Faith in the des-

tiny of the Jewish people, :faith in
the endurance of Eretz Yisrael,
faith in the ultmate protection of

our people arid the State of Israel

by our Creator who restored us to
the land and the land to us, The

keys of the typewriter literally shake
. as one reads and. ponders such hor-

rendous words in a journal that is
dedicated, after all, to Faith. It is
strange that one who is professedly

of Orthodox Thought

and what is far worse, such a ready
acceptance of the "massacre" and

"destruction" that one cannot really
believe that the author meant to

say what he did. In that case he is
insincere, which is also a serious

matter. He maintains that the "fanatic fringe" would' regard the de-

struction of the State as proof of
their position but that the "modemtes" (who are they?) would continue. the Diaspora comme d'habitude. Only a mind that is naive could

make such a statement, but then it
fits in with the entire tenor of the
article. Does he not realize that
there would be a flood of assimilation, conversion and spiritual sui-

cide within what would be left of
the Jewish people, should his prognostication come true? Does he really believe that the

thusly created

Sh'erit Hapletah could carryon
as before?

There are so many inconsistencies and non sequiturs in this ar-

ticle that it would take up too many

Orthodox should fortify his dubious

pages for what is merely a vehe~

and distorted arguments with quo~

ment and perhaps even a violent

tations from non.:Orthodox sources.

And, please, do not point to the
quotation from Rabbi Aharon

Lichtenstein's reference to the Rav

reaction. But one statement, be-

cause it is gross in its implication,
cannot be allowed to pass without

which is totally. out of cont~xt, al-

expressing protest. "The establishment of the State of Israel was un-

most to the point of dishonesty.

deniably the most significant event

Even the advice of "al Tiftah peh

in Jewish history since the destruc. tion of the second Temple. So were
stein from writing this particular the Nazi Holocaust, the Emancipapiece. When our Sages spoke of. the tion, the medieval expulsio'ns, the
il fate that might befall the Jewish
Inquisition, the Chmelnitzky mãss~
leSatan" should have prevented Ep~

people they always disguised their
words by spea kin~ of "Sonehem
shel Yisrael" (Sukkah 29a), the

enemies of IsraeL. There is such an

air of indifference to the fate of Israel and its people in the article,
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acres, the Sabbataian .heresy, and

any number of others, as they oc-

curred." How so many events,

spread throughout so many centur-

ies can each be "the most significant," a professor of English wil

CommunicationS
But I did not come to evaluate

shouid and should not be allowed
to be presented as Orthodox Jew-

tht grammatical and stylìstic errors

ish Though1t In the past I had con-

of the . article. What arouses one's

veyed verbally my objection to al-

find hard to expl&in.

ire and wrath is the lumping to~

lowing non~Orthodox . writers to

gether of the establishment of the

present

State. of Israel with the Nazi holo-

DITION's purpose is to explain

their material when TRA-

caust as "significant events" in Jew-

and make known Orthodox

ish history. He then. proceeds to

thought. :aut this piece of Epstein

examine coldblQodedly and with goes beyond what many of us are
seeming equanimity which "horrible .. willng to tolerate.
You owe me, Sir, also an opporconsequences would result . . '. and
which would not." It is hard to un- tunity to make a vitally important
derstand what goes through. the (at least to me) correction. The

mind of someone who can so de-

issue in which this piece appears

tachedly examine such options.

lists me as President of the Rabbin-

The entire arti~le is an insult to

Jewish history, it is an insult to the
fallen soldiers of Israel's citizen
army,. it is an insult to the students

of the Hesder Yeshivot, it is also
an insult to the inhabitants of

Mea

Shearim. It is a source of comfort
to the true

enemies of IsraeL. It

ical Council of America. I ceased
to be President and was succeeded

in that distinguished offce by my
worthy colleague Rabbi Dr. Walter
S. Wurzburger in May of 1976,

be-

fore the publication of the Summer
Edition. I did not in any way wish
to be identified with the unfortunate

could have been written by Yasir

decision to include this article in

Arafat and Baroody since the author .finds the reconstitution of the

the above issue.
(Rabbi) Fabian Schonfeld

Honorary President
Flushing, N. Y.

State of Israel into a P .L.O. spon-

sored bi-national state "more realistic. "
Yet it is the. author's contention

that he is '''reaUS:tic'' which must
be called into question when he proposes that "the tel'mination of Israel

would release mîllons of dollars
for Americ~n Jewish needs and in-

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

The late Chief Rabbi Yitzchak
Halevi Herzog was in the United

States when World Wa¡ II broke

stitutions. He finds such a poss:ibil-

out. His friends in the United

ity"mind-boggli:ig." lfind this sug-

States attempted to dissuade him

gestion mintl-boggli)1g. I am sure

from. returning to the Yishuv be-

there i~ no .need to ~Kplain.

cause had the threats to Palestine

Fip-allYJ I must address my anger

by Axis forces materialized, the

to the EcUtOJ;s of TRADITION.

conse.quences to the. Jewish s.ettlers

How coUld. such an article have

would

be catastrophic.. The Chief

been permitted to appear in an

Rabbi brushed. aside . the warnigs

RCA .publication? How could they
not have been sensitive to what

by simply asserting that there would.

be no third. destruction as our
183
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prophets do not predict it.
Professor Gary Epstein's venture

..

into the hypothetical in a branch

of knowledge that is not his particular discipline is most perplex-

ing. One can only wonder what the

.particular points in the article attracted the editorial eye. The Tole

of Israel in American Jewish life is

reality, Israel's existence Or disappearance is a moot point. To those

of us who conceive of Israel as a

genuine act of Divine grace, as the
beginning of the messianic era, its

existence is the core of our very
own.

What the good professor has

dpne, by his own admission, is to
an issue which has been frequently select the components of a defeat
not have to con. . which suit his purpose. He states
jure up a projection of Israel's de- he did not consider the question of
discussed and does

struction to bring the subject to the

fore. Whether any of the religious
movements in American Judaism

or Jewish secularism can survive.is

casualties. He is not the first to pro-

ject the possibilty of an Israeli defeat. After

the 1967 war, three

Newsweek correspondents wrote a
a subject which can be validly ex- book on what would have happened
plored if Israel flourishes. Apocal- . bad Is:rael lost the war. The picture
yptic visions of ruin and destruc-

of ruin. and slaughter they drew

hedging of

was frightening. This was a matter
of fiction based on fact. Captured
Arab Legion documents described

surVive remind us that Jews are

planned for Motza. Since then we

tion and an apparent

bets by some religious thinkers
whose faith may be shaken by Israel's successful determination to

in detail the total annihilation

stil in the Galut and its mentality

have had adequate time to witness

prevails. As in the past, the lessons

what Arabs have done to Arabs in

of Our history stil have not been

learned.

The fact is that most Jewish theologies have accepted Israel grudg-

Lebanon.
The result could easily be a wave

of spiritual suicide in the United

States with the current high rate

ingly. A Jewish state is the anti..
thesis of classical Reform. Only

of intermarriage soaring by leaps

the holocaust made Reform, and

which is currently directed towards

for that matter secular Jewish the-

Israel would be directed to non~

ologians, realize that their dreams
for equality for Jews in Western

Europe and in the Communist

world were totally shattered. Reform support for Israel is one re..
suIting from convenience rather

than conviction.
SimrIarIy, a substantial segment
of Orthodoxy has never recógnized

Israel and has granted it, at best,
de facto recognition. For those liv-

ing. in their ivory towers of un184

and bounds. The philanthropy
Jewish causes, not to YeshivaUni~
versity or the day school movement

and with it the identification of
the philanthropist to Judaism lost.
It is difcult to understand what

validity Professor Epstein's assertion that Jewish educational institutions would benefit from israel's
disappearance. Even an hypothesis

must have some reaSOn for its projection. It is more than likely that
the flight from Judaism that Israel's

Communications
disappearance would cause would

The following is a compilaiion of

have the edifices that house Jewish

three different replics from Dr. Ep-

education as occupied as Mt. Olives
at midnight.

stein, submittcd in response to

Professor Epstein compounded

an historic error when he asserts,
again without substantiation, that
Judaism and Zionism are not one.
That is what French Jewry pro-

claimed at the insistence of Napo-

leon. That is what the German Re-

groups of letters forwarded to him
at various intervals.-Ed.

PROFESSOR EpSTEIN REPLIES:

Shocked by the ferocity and direction of the response to my appeal for a "rational investigation

form rabbis told their adherents.

by committed Jews and Zionists

That is what many an Orthodox

into the role of the State of Israel

rabbi told his followers in Eastern

in American Jewish life," I returned

Europe . so they perished together

and their ashes were mixed together
in bars of soap. This is precisely

what the Arab states declare with
their infamous U.N. resolutions. Israel (i.e., a Jewish state in its his-

toric borders) is as .much part of
Judaism as the Sabbath

and study

to the article to see what has led
to my indictment as "self-serving"

and "nonchalant" with regard to
the fate of IsraeL. I found that I
had, to
be sure, broached the unthinkable, unendurable, and purely

hypothetical notion of the destruc-

tion of the State of Israel as a

of Torah.
American Jewry is fighting a des-

means toward exploring its significance in American Jewish life;

perate war for its own survivaL.

but my attitudes toward that eventuality were, I thought and think"

Intermarriage" assimilation, a sui-

cidal birth rate all are bleak factors
in any minority's struggle for survivaL. American Jews today are less

than three percent of the total pop-

ulation and declining rapidly. Its
survival depends primarily on Israel
as a strong. spiritual center. Even

the thought of Israel's disappear-

clear: "horrific," "dire possibilty,"

"horrible consequences," "disaster,"
and, finally, that "a world without

Israel would be horrifying to con-

template and diffcult to live in."
What else could I have said to indicate the imperative importance
of Israel and the necessity that she

ance is weighted with tragic impli- survive, while stil raising the quescations not only for American Jews . tion of the centrality of the State
but for the entire world.

(Rabbi) Louis Bernstein

Bayside, N. Y.

to the continuing survival of Ju-

daism?
And I think that the question.

had to be raised. Rabbi Zimmerman
suggests that the article should not
have been thought about, written,

Or printed. I agree with him that
life would be better in a world

where the destruction of the Jewish
State would be unthinkable. But we
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do not live in such a world. Saul

Bellow, in his new book, To Jerusthat all
Israelis exist in the shadow of the
nightmare of annihilation. "This is

history has taught us to put. mOre
faith in threats than in

promises.

I do not know whether my cor-

alem and Back, points out

respohdents remember the atmos-

phere'of th~ Yom Kippur War and

what Israel lives with. Although

its aftermath; I know that I shall

people will not otten speak. of it,

never forget it. When the destruc-

it is always there." And he goes on

tion of Israel was a real possibility,

to point out that there is no ade-

our

existence as Jews was

a burning

of the West' wil never permit Israel to be destroyed? I can say no

issue. We were told that Judaism
could not survive, that this time
the Jews had been pushed too far.
A friend of mine, a Rabbi, tol~ me

such thing. Such grand statements

that if Israel fell, he did not know

are no longer made; alI our hyper-

whether he could continue to believe in God. Statements like this
are what drove me to write the

quate response to the nightmare.
"Can I (say J that the 'conscience

bole is nowadays reserved forsilence. We know ,that anything can
happen . . . the Jews, because they
able to

article; I think that if, hasv'shalom,
happen . in Is-

take the right to liv"e as a natural

ràel, the repeated bellef. that Ju-

right. ,.

daism could not survive Israel stood

are Jews, have never been

a holocaust were to

to become a self~fulfining ,prophecy.

I was not the first to raise the

So I guess I agree with Rabbi

question of Isr.aeli or Jewish survivaL. Earl Raab in Commentary

Zimmerman. The end of. Israel

(January, 1974) told us that only
Israel and possible extinction." Ef-

But once it was forcibly introduced
into my mind, I could not do other
than think about it, brood over it,

raim Shmueli in Judaism (Summer,

and could not do other than write

the United States "stood between

1974) stated that "the threat to

shoúld not have entered our minds. .

about it.

the very existence of the State . . .

That said, I think I need .to re-

was never so close to reality as at

spond to the more specific attacks

the beginning of the Yom Kippur

on the article (though, in truth, the
attacks seemed more directed at me

War." Rabbi Ma"c Tannenbaum

said, "The Auschwitz theme is back
of Jewish survival
is again at stake." And Time maga-

than at the substanc'e of my argu-

again. The issue

ments) .

zine, referring to the war's effect on

traliy of Israel in Conservative

American Jews, said, "No event

Jews' commitment by citing the
messages of Dr. Cohen. If Israel

since the Nazi holocaust --as so

, .

Rabbi Chinitz confirms the cen-

that it is now or never for Israel,

had not become an object "of exclusive concern," Dr, Cohen would

for Judaism for them~elve~." The

not have had to remind them to

shaken them, so convinced them

issue was there; p'tihat peh lsatan develop other resources. His sughad occurred; it needed to be dealt gestion that the Orthodox Jews of
with. As ElieWiesel has said, our Yeshiva University experienced no
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trauma at learning of the Nazi
holocaust is probably a slanderous

canard, but, even if true. which I
highly doubt, it only reinforces my
argument that the commitment of
Orthodox Jews to Judaism is a con-

inspirational possibilities. I also
note that Mr. Oertel found the

V.P.B. "dated and happily replaced," despite the high regard in
which it was held by non-Jews.

Regarding the statements of

stant, essentially religious in na-

Routtenbcrg and Sklare, all quota-

ture, and essentially unresponsive

tions, by definition, are taken from

to temporal events.
Rabbi Chinitz' charge that I "relished" the thought of increased rev-

e,nue to American institutions at the
cost of the State of Israel is both
preposterous and poisonous. I was

attempting to be realistic and so de-

voted a single paragraph of a fifteen page article to the fact that

their original context, but there

was no misuse of them on my part
and I .did no violence to their inte.nt. They are accurate and reflect

the general tone of the wholes from
which they were taken. Sklare did
say that Jewish nationalism served

"to fill the ideological void created
by the cibsence of a specifically

much of the philanthropy of Am- Conservative system of ideas."
erican Jews is directed toward Is- . Sklare did point out the erosion of
raeL. I would not have it any other observance among Conservative

way and I point out in the article

Jews. And Rabbi Routtenberg did

that the sum raised is "hardly sufficient" for Israel's needs. I too "re-

say, "We are in danger of not hav-

coil in horror" at the possible ex-

gants." That the two of them would

ing anything to say to our congre-

change of Israeli blood for dollars.. choose no other way to live as Jews
Ellot Oertel disputes my opinions on the internal resources of

Reform and Conservative Jews. In

researching my article, I tTied to
use only the most reputable sources,

is their own problem. It is also

irrelevant.

My point on Orthodox Jews was

not just that they were resilent or
oblivious, but that their resilence

and further tried to cite only au- was based on a firm faith in God
thorities from within the various and a commitment to religious obJewish denominations under discussion. It was not J, but Rabbi
Joshua O. Haberman, in his article,
"The Place of Israel in Reform

Jewish Theology," who stated, "the
State of Israel is crucial in the preservation of the Jewish people,

without which Judaism would van.
ish."

servances. Kaddish, as I had expect-

ed readers of TRADITION to
know, is not an empty rituål in
which the survivor expresses gratitude for his own survival; it is a
heartfelt expression of belief, at the
moment of an ultimate and profound sadness, in God's majesty

and dominion. Orthodox Jews are

I admit that my Judgment on the
Union Prayer Book was subjective

as creative and ingenious as their.
Conservative and Reform corelig-

(I labeled it so), and it was also
parenthetic, but I stand by it and

utes to .apply rather than escape

invite any doubters to evaluate its

ionists-but they use those attribfrom halakhah.
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I am pleased that Mr. Oertel Essenes, Saduccees (sic J, Samari-

mourns the six milion as a limb
torn from all of us. That this is so
is indisputable. Nevertheless, that it

was the cream of Orthodox, and
not Conservative Jewry that was

decimated remains a fact.

A note on Mr. Kohn's epigraphy:

tans, and Karaites is a strange one.
I personally place normative Orthodoxy firmly in the Pharisaic tradi.
tion, and it is that tradition which
has survived.

The extended quotation from
Rabbi Soloveitchik's book is im-

Ezekiel's prophecy predicted the re-

pressive, and I have no argument

turn of the Jews from the Babylonian Exile,.which was followed .by

with it. A liyah is important, the
redemption of the land is a mits-

another expulsion. The quotation

vah, and the continued existence of

from Sotah regarding trust in God
confirms my notion that that sort

Israel is a goal to be desired and

of faith is the one which sustains

Lichtenstein's quotation is equally

Judaism, and not faith in/any other
institution. The identification of the

valid: "One must give full-throated

State 'of Israel with the reconstruct~

State, but with the knowledge that

worked for by all Jews. But Rabbi
thanks for the existence of the

ed second or third Temple is one

it is only a step on the road to the

that Orthodox Judaism has not

realization of the prophetic, Messi-

made.
And a note on his content: I did

anic, vision, as yet distant." Maybe

not struggle to dissociate myself

survival, but Orthodo:K Judaism al-

from Israel, and the figure of Rab-

ways hedges its bets on claimants

bi Y ohanan ben Zakkai was not at

to the role of Messiah.

all central to my argument. Mr.
Kohn seems to be responding to an
entire movement of which I am no
part rather than to my article. The
use to which I put Neusner's anec-

it's a fault, maybe an instinct for

My former classmate Mr. Oboler

cQmes closest to dealing with the
issues raised by "my article. With
him, I have nothing but- a difference

of opinion. While I agree that "un-

dote was precisely in accord with

believable despair would fiIl the

Kohn's interPretation. Kohn says

hearts of Jews" at yet another holo-

Jews did not have to despair for

caust, and I certainly do not at-

they had other ways of continuin~

tempt to minimize the effect, I con-

to worship God. Neusner said,

tinue to maintain that Judaism is

"What really counted in the life of

eternal, and that its eternal features

the Jewish people? Torah, piety."

are trust in God and adherence to

And I su,ggested that whereas the

the Torah, and that, therefore, it

Conservative and Reform move-

would survive.

ments rest heavily on Israel for ex-

My discussion cQncerned the

ternal support, Orthodox Jewry stil
rests heavily on Torah and piety,

various American Jewish denomin-

and thus has "other ways of con-

the land of Israel or the State of

tinuing to worship God." .
Mr. Kohn's comparison of Or-

IsraeL. I re~ret most strongly that
TRADITION chose to introduce

thodoxy with the first Christians,

my article with the misleading cave-
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ations. I was in no way attacking
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at, "Although the. Editors regard
the State of Israel as a pivotal instrumentality for the survival of

Judaism in the modern world. . ."
as though I were suggesting in the
article that it was not. I only sug-

gested that it is not the sine qua

Jewish survival on the basis of a

solely national hope. But it was
the most thoughtful and broad-

minded who did, in fact, insist on
Jewish survival . . . And this was
because their insistence sprang from
a hope for something more than

non, the indispensable condition of

a national survival." As a theolo-

Jewish survivaL. Nevertheless, I re-

gian, . he has identified that some-

main grateful. to the Editors for
printing the article though they may

have disagreed with its tone and
content, and close with my rationale for it: "This is not to suggest
that we consider the possible deci~

mation of Israel or Israeli Jewry
with equanimity, but it is to say

that we must consider it, if only to
realize how central Israel is to our
religion, and how resilent American Judaism is."

thing: "to account for Jewish sur-

vival is possible only in terms òf
Jewish faith." And he has described
that faith as "never destroyed by

tragedy but only tested by it." Or,
"put radically, this means that there
is no experience . ~ . that can possibly destroy religious faith." My
point exactly.

My article explored the place of

Israel in American Judaism and
found it central, but not essential

for Jewish survival, just as European Jewry before the Holocaust

Dr. Fackenheim's apparent preoccapation with obscenity would
perhaps warrant a First Amend-

has proven to have been central,
immeasurably valuable, but not essential for Jewish survivaL. To conclude that I do not mourn those

ment defense, but I think it might

lost, or that I do not regard the

be more iluminating to employ
some precedents for my line of

ply a misreading of my intentions

reasoning. He, a philoso"pher, has

and feelings. Professor Facken-

Holocaust as a catastrophe is sim-

indulged during his career in much. heim, in his famous argument for
speculative writing. For example, Jewish. survival after the Holocaust,
he bas written, "Whe:n the time is insisted that Judaism must survive.
ripe for decision, the Jew may well
it was forbidden to grant
because

decide that the ancient duty to
Jewish survival should be aban-

doned. Should this be the eventual
choice, then the Jewish people, as
it has existed for. three thousand

years, wil cease' to be," A Jewish

Hitler a posthumous victory, and

that Jews "are forbidden to .despair
of . God, lest Judaism perish." I

would go further than that to say
that Judaism must survive because
it is an eternal religion, which

philosopher, he has consfiered the . maintains its inherent value despite
source of Jewish survival: "Clear- catastrophe.
ly, in the centuries of. the disper-

sion, only the most narrow and un~

thnking could have insisted on

As Dr. FackenheIm points out,
it is true that American Jewry did
not ask speculative questions about
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Hitler's intentions; their reticence

I think that Judaism will survive

did. not prevent the Holocaust from'

both Gary Epstein and Deborah

occurring. Is it not possible that a

Weissman.

. world sensitized to the possibility

Let me close by quoting from a

more urgently?

letter sent me by another reader

would have reacted

If we had been aware of the possibilty of the Holocaust, and had
considered the momentous and

of TRADITION, one who had the
good sense to write directly to me

catastrophic effect on the victims,

and thus spare himself the onslaughts of rabbis with shaking

as well as on us and future genera-

typewriters. I wil not mention his

more? Silence has proven ineffec-

ter, with his kind permission. In

tive. Perhaps the Jewish people has
too long not "given public utter-

order to be accurate, I must include some of the praise, though

tions, could we have not done name, but wil quote from the let-

ance" to its fears, with the result
that the rest of the world is wiling
to disregard Jewish interests.

I do' not prophesy that Israel'

modesty compels me to be selective
in that area: "It was. . . smooth,

clear, well-organized, and logically
argued. The substance, however,

wil fall. I believe that she wil sur-

was certainly less pleasurable to

vive. I pray that she wil survive,

read, as, I am

and wil indeed usher in a Messi-

to write. But I surely agree with

anic Age. But I fear, as Dr. Facksafety; and

your premise: it is the type of

enheim fears, for her

if, has v'shalom, that fear ma-

sure, it was diffcult

article. that. should be written, or
rather, the first of a series of arti-

terializes, I believe that linking Jew-

cles that must be written. If we

ish survival with Israel's may be

have learned any lesson at all from

tactically unwise and theologically

the Holocaust, it should be that

unsound, at worst, the self-fulfillng

we must think the unthinkable so

prophecy of which Dr. Fackeoheirn

as to prepare for the inconceivable,

speaks. The point is, of course, that
Esther and Mordecai çlid not per~.

or else how can we expect to meet

ish. and that Judaism was saved,

and conquer the unknown future?"

and would have been saved regardless of Esther's actions, this despite

the has.iarat panim that preceded
the salvation.

,It must surely be as tiresome

Regarding Rabbi Schonfeld's letter: I have tried in all other cases

to exercise restraint, even when

for TRADITION's readers to go
through these as it is for me to respond to all the personal attacks.

the attacks were personal rather

Regarding Deborah Weissman's

the avenue of invective and abuse;

shril rebuke, let me say that I do

a man in his position should maintain a sembiànce of self-control, if
only to effectively communicate his

not'look forward to the destruction

of Israel, I like to think that I am
compassionate toward victims and

potential victims of genocide, and
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than substantive. But the Rabbi
goes too far. I regret that he chose

views.
Rabbi Schonfeld suggests that a

Communications
teacher of English could not be
familar with the Yalkut; Jewish

most significant "as th~y occurred."

lore, no doubt, belongs, in his view,

Messiah and the Messianic Age wil

solely in the province of Young
Israel Rabbis. I dispute that con-

I assume that the coming of the

also, when they occur, be the most

significant events in Jewish history

tention; I hope that other lay read-

since the destruction of the Temple.

ers wil resent it. This teacher of

English, by the way, at least knows

The rabbi takes me to task for
listing, in the same sentence, the

that reference to a dictionary wil

Holocaust and the establishment of.

reveal that "ire" and "wrath" mean
very much the same thing, and that
"prognosticate" means to predict
Or prophesy; I, doing neither, said

the State of Israel as "significant
events" in Jewish history; I could

Israel was both unlikely and dis-

respond more easily if I knew which
of the two he considers insignificant.
His problem, and the problem of

tasteful to contemplate.

many of my correspondents, is not

that the hypothetical destruction of

Beyond that, and without my
going into too much detail, Rabbi

Schonfeld's diffculties with the
language and his vituperation make
his positions hard to fathom. I'm
not certain whether he is accusing

Rabhi Lichtenstein or me of mali-

ciously quoting out of context; I
hope it's i. In any event, it's not
. true. The "air of indifference" he
describes is wholly and obviously

in the mind and perception of the
reader; I neither felt nor intended
any indifference. In fact, for me,

I was downright passionate. about
my feeling for IsraeL. I sincerely
regret it if this sentiment was not
effectively communicated.
Rabbi Schonfeld charges me with
inconsistency and non sequitur, but

he doesn't enumerate or elaborate,

because, he explains, his letter is
"merely . . . vehement . . . and violent." If, after that, one needs to
respond to his grammatical objection (he was on firmer ground ar-

guing that non-rabbis should be

barred access. to the Midrash), may

I point out that each of the major
occurrences. was construed as the

that they are too emotionally in-

volved with the events I so fearfully describe, but that, in this area,
they seem incapable of rational discussion and thought, both of which
involve at least the temporary as-

sumption of a detached view. For,
while the keys of Rabbi Schonfeld's
typewriter "literally" (I think the

Rabbi means "figuratively") shake,

he doesn't deal with the issue at
hand. The distortion which attends
this evasion is what most disturbs
me. Being an English teacher does
not make me "a non-Orthodox

writer" any more than being named
Fabian makes the Rabbi an outdated rock star. I didn't mention

the P.L.O. as a sponsor of a binational state (which possibility I
consider remote, but not as remote
as the destruction of Israel); Rabbi
Schonfeld attributes the view to me
and then tars me by associating my

name with those of Arafat and
Baroody. Rabbi Schonfeld . accuses

me of insulting Jewish History,

among other things dear to the
hearts of readers of TRADITION;
but the very hallmark of that his191
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tory, as I see it, is survival after

and despite adversity. I can only
conclude, though I hope that I am
in error, that Rabbi Schonfeld feels
that Judaism is not an eternal religion and that it could not survive
if Israel were, has v'shalom, to be

. .

vive the death of the State of Israel,
I thank him for his response, which
demonstrates that issues can be ad- .
dressed responsibly, and in a digni-

fied manner.

destroyed; . with that feeling, 1 dis-

agree.

Regarding Dr. Rosenak's .equally
thoughtful, and also ingenious, par-

able; I hope that the father in the
story learns from his distasteful
On the other hand, Rabbi Bernstein's thoughtful disagreement impresses me. I, of course, agree that

dire necessity of. protecting his th~rd

Israel is as vital a part of Judaism

first. two. If so, the conversation

. as the Sabbath and the study of
Torah; I hope that Rabbi Bernstein

wil agree that it was equally as
vital a part in the two thousand
years before 1948.
While I do not

agree that Judaism could not sur-
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conversation with Dr. Rosenak the

son from the fate that befell the
wil not have. been .in vain, despite

the loss of friendship. But imagine
the unfortunate consequences if the

father had chosen, as a matter of
faith, to close his eyes to the pos-

sibility of a recurrence. .

